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Tidy Home Cleaning Co. LLC Residential Cleaning Checklist 
             Employees are to place a check mark next to each completed item as it is done.

Bathrooms:

	Sink thoroughly cleaned, disinfected and rinsed
	Tub and/or shower tiles thoroughly cleaned, disinfected and rinsed 
	Toilets disinfected inside and out, including base and behind 
	Mirrors cleaned
	Window sills dusted
	Trash emptied and liner/bag replaced (customer to provide )
	Baseboards dusted
	Vacuum and/or wash floor 
	Fingerprints removed from all woodwork, doorframes and switch plates

Kitchen:

	Countertops and back splash cleaned 
	Cabinet fronts dusted (fingerprints removed)
	Sinks scrubbed and disinfected 
	Floor vacuumed or washed 
	Exterior of appliances (oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, stovetop) cleaned (interior cleaned upon 	request - ask for details)
	Exterior of Microwave (interior cleaned upon request-ask for details)
	Small appliances wiped 
	Windowsills dusted
	Baseboards dusted
	Fingerprints removed from all woodwork, doorframes and switch plates 
	Trash emptied and liner/bag replaced (customer to provide)
	Wash or dust table and chairs
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Bedrooms:

	Carpets vacuumed
	Beds made
	All areas dusted   
	Picture frames dusted 
	Mirrors cleaned 
	Windowsills dusted
	Fingerprints removed from all woodwork, doorframes and switch plates 
	Vacuum under bed (if accessible) 
	Trash emptied 
	Baseboards dusted
	Lampshades dusted 
	Light, general straightening completed
 

Other Living Areas, Including Hallways and Stairs:

	All areas dusted 
	Cushions and pillows fluffed and straightened 
	Hardwood or tile floors damp-mopped 
	Carpeted floors vacuumed 
	Baseboards dusted and cobwebs removed 
	Windowsills dusted
	Fingerprints wiped from all woodwork, doorframes and switch plates 
	Glass tables cleaned 
	Picture frames dusted 
	Lamp shades dusted 
	Light, general straightening completed
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Move- out  and  Move-in Cleanings will also include

All General Areas:

_______Remove all light fixtures clean and replace

Kitchen:

_______Clean out pantry area and wipe down all shelves
	Clean and wipe out all cabinets and remove liners
	Clean the refrigerator inside and out. Remove all shelves and clean separately
	Clean the oven inside and out. Remove shelving, drip pans and burners
	Clean out the dishwasher 
_______Clean microwave inside and out l


Bathrooms:
_______Clean and wipe out all cabinets including medicine cabinet
_______Clean out linen closet and wipe shelves down
Exterior:
_______Sweep Deck/Patio
_______Sweep front door area & Wipe Front Door

Garage:
	Should be completely empty and swept

